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 No torrents found! Disclaimer Some of the links in the torrent are not functional anymore. Rocco Forte - Rocco Forte - Crocodile Lullabies at the Cinema (2011) Rocco Forte - The Stand-Up (2011) Guys I know were showing this as a goof but it is one of the worst flicks ever made.I need to find something funny to say about it.Yes,I need to talk about a movie I totally forgot I watched. But once I
finally remembered that I have watched it,I still can't find anything funny to say about this piece of garbage.I was soo angry at this movie.It is just as bad as people who say "My mother told me I wasn't" or "My father told me I was",or "He told me I was".The director used this device on purpose to **** us up.He did a shit film. I was at the cinema and my friend wanted to see this film.She hated Italian

films and I agreed to watch it.I was a little tired because I had just left work and I didn't really want to be bothered to watch a film. The movie started and we were both getting angry at the main character.He had no wife or kids,and he was so mean to the main character.He was also so crude and crude and crude. The stupid character was in the movie.He was sitting in the back of the restaurant at the
beginning.I was on the inside as well.At one point I turned to my friend and said: "This is not a film,it is a piece of ****".I just said it because I was angry. When the main character finally slept with the girl,he was so gross.The main character f***** up,his ******* dad who died in a car crash,his mother and his sister and then his mother and sister die and then his wife. Everything was so stupid,and it

was so gross.The film was so lame and lame. The music was annoying,it was like if someone yelled.The only good thing in the movie was the car.I got a little bit addicted to the car scene.It was so bad though. We watched the whole thing and then we decided to leave the cinema.We went to the real cinema and watched a comedy,and we laughed.The comedy 82157476af
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